
This is the first step to getting you started on your home design journey.
Your 1.5-hour consultation and design assessment includes:

I will visit you at your home or office where we will discuss your goals
and intentions for the space/spaces.

I will give you creative suggestions on floor layout, furniture
placement, color scheme, lighting plan, and window treatments, to
name a few.

We will rearrange your furniture if needed to create a visual plan.
 

Following the consultation, you will receive a design proposal outlining
an estimated budget to complete your project, highlighting specific
design notes discussed during your assessment.

IN-HOME  DESIGN  CONSULTATION
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FULL-SERVICE  DESIGN
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We take care of the entire project from concept to completion. The
following are some of the services you can expect:  

Design and manage the project from the initial concept to the finishing
touches
Design floor layout
Create renderings for each space
Create budget plan
Source materials, furnishings, and decor
Create color schemes
Coordinate contractors, tradesmen, and vendors
Give clients exclusive access to trade showrooms
Share trade pricing



RATES
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*Discount applied for multi-room projects - Rooms exceeding 500sqft are calculated at
$5 per sqft - In House consultation fee credited back. 

   

$250

$1500**

$2500*Design Fee Per Room

Project Management
(Optional)

In-Home Consultation 

** Management of installations, contractors, vendors, artisans. Scope of project
determines final cost.

   



CLIENT  REVIEWS
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“Avery has a great eye! I highly recommend Avery to
anyone who is thinking about starting a home project” 

 ~Julie Becker

“Avery is a complete professional from start to finish.
His creativity is one of a kind. He is responsive,
thoughtful, compassionate, helpful and honest! There
is no better. 

 ~Marsi J. Bleecher Msed 

“There are few individuals with as keen an eye as
Avery. His personal style exudes an elevated
confidence and definitive understanding of fashion
that few in my experience are lucky enough to have.
This critical execution of style has translated
seamlessly into his work in Interior Design.”

~Kevin Thompson



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Do you share discounts with your clients? 

As a designer and trade professional, my studio receives perks in
the form of special discounts. We share these discounts where
applicable with our clients.  Depending on the vendor, they
generally start from 15-60% off of retail. 

Q:

A:

Q:

A:

Do you only work with large budgets?

Large is relative, but we suggest a minimum budget of $15,000-$25,000
in order to add all the elements required to elevate and transform your
space. After your in-home consultation, we will deliver a proposal that
includes an estimated budget specific to your particular project.  


